JOE’S NOVEMBER MOVIE RELEASES

Tuesday, November 7
Cars 3 (PG) Animated

Lightning McQueen sets out to prove to a new generation of racers that
he’s still the best race car in the world.
Champion (PG) Sports/Drama
In the supercharged world of dirt track racing, a single mistake causes
the lives of two men to change forever.
Even Lovers Get Blue (NR) Foreign/Drama (Belgium)
Ana is sleeping with Hugo, Dalhia with Graciano, Léo with Louis, and
Arthur with everyone. You get the idea.
French Dirty (NR) Comedy/Drama
A 30-year-old Los Angeles bon vivant is busy sucking the pit of his spent
wild years while stumbling through the wreckage of a bad breakup.
Glass Castle (PG13) Drama – Brie Larson, Woody Harrelson
A young girl comes of age in a dysfunctional family of nonconformist
nomads with a mother who’s an eccentric artist and an alcoholic father.
Gun Shy (R) Action – Antonio Banderas
A once-hot bassist takes his pampered wife on an exotic holiday to Chile
only for her to be snatched by a group of shipless buccaneers.
Ingrid Goes West (R) Comedy/Drama – Aubrey Jackson, Elizabeth Olsen
An unhinged social media stalker moves to LA and insinuates herself into
the life of an Instagram star.
Inheritance (NR) Drama
A woman learns her estranged father has died and returns with her
brother and new lover to her childhood home of Belize.
Killing Ground (NR) Thriller
A couples’ camping trip turns into a frightening ordeal when they stumble
across the scene of a horrific crime.
The Limehouse Golem (NR) Horror
Victorian London is gripped with fear as a serial killer is on the loose and
leaving cryptic messages written in the blood of his victims.
Literally, Right Before Aaron (NR) Comedy – Justin Long, Cobie Smulders
Still reeling from his breakup with a college sweetheart, Adam is thrown
for a loop when he’s surprisingly invited to attend her wedding.
The Nightmare (NR) Foreign/Suspense (Germany)
After attending a rave party, a teenage girl forms a bond with a strange
monster as she suffers a slow chaotic mental breakdown.
Overdrive (PG13) Action/Sports
When two legendary car thieves are caught stealing from a mafia boss,
they are given a week to nab a vintage Ferrari, or risk losing everything.
The Show (R) Drama – Josh Duhamel, Famke Janssen
Pulse-pounding thriller about a reality show that exploits the on-camera
deaths of its players on live TV.
Slamma Jamma (PG) Drama/Sports
Wrongfully sent to prison, a former basketball star prepares for the
national slam dunk competition while finding redemption in himself.

Te Ata (PG) Drama

True story of Mary Thompson Fisher, a woman who broke cultural barriers
to become one of the greatest Native American performers of all time.
2307: Winter’s Dream (NR) Sci-Fi
In 2307, a soldier is sent on a mission to hunt down the leader of the
humanoid rebellion.
Your Name (Kimi No Na Wa) (PG) Foreign/Animated (Japan)
Two strangers find themselves linked in a bizarre way. When a connection
forms, will distance be the only thing to keep them apart?

Tuesday, November 14
Amityville: The Awakening (NR) Horror

A single mother moves her three children into a haunted house, unaware of
its bloody history.
Aquarius (NR) Foreign/Drama (Brazil) – Sonia Braga
A 65-year-old widow becomes engaged in a cold war with the company
that buys the seaside apartment building in which she has lived for years.
Atomic Blonde (R) Action/Thriller – Charlize Theron, James McAvoy
An MI6 agent is sent to Berlin during the Cold War to investigate the
murder of a fellow agent and recover a missing list of double agents.
Brigsby Bear (PG13) Comedy/Off the Wall
When a children’s TV show comes to an abrupt end, its number one fan
sets out to finish the story himself.
Harmonium (NR) Foreign/Drama (Japan)
Famed director Koji Fukada returns to the domestic sphere to capture the
collapse of a seemingly ordinary Japanese family.
In this Corner of the World (NR) Foreign/Animated (Japan)
In Hiroshima during World War II, a newly married 18-year-old woman
struggles with the daily loss of life’s basics while maintaining the will to live.
Indiscretion (NR) Drama – Mira Sorvino, Cary Elwes
A married woman’s affair comes back to haunt her when her obsessed
lover infiltrates every part of her life.
Santa & Andres (NR) Foreign/Studio Q (Drama)
The story of an improbable friendship between a revolutionary country girl
and a noncompliant gay writer over three consecutive days.
6 Below: Miracle on the Mountain (PG13) Drama – Josh Hartnett
An adrenaline seeking snowboarder gets lost in a massive winter storm in
the back country of the High Sierras where he fights for survival.
Sting: Live/Olympia (NR) Music
Sting’s 57th & 9th World Tour celebrates his first rock/pop album in more
than a decade. Filmed at the Olympia Paris in April 2017.
Unlocked (R) Action/Suspense – Noomi Rapace, Orlando Bloom
A CIA interrogator is lured into a ruse that puts London at risk of a
biological terror attack.
Wind River (R) Suspense – Jeremy Renner, Elizabeth Olsen
A rookie FBI agent teams up with a local game tracker to investigate the
murder of a local girl on a remote Native American Reservation.

The Women’s Balcony (NR) Foreign/Comedy (Israel)

A bar mitzvah mishap causes a major rift in a devout Orthodox community
in Jerusalem.
Zoology (NR) Foreign/Drama (Russia)
A middle-aged zoo worker lives with her mother in a coastal town,
seemingly stuck until one day she grows a tail and turns her life around.

Tuesday, November 21
After Love (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)

After years of marriage, a couple with two kids is about to divorce but must
first navigate cohabitation while the husband finds a new place to live.
Beach Rats (R) Studio Q/Drama
An aimless Brooklyn teenager suffocates under the oppressive glare cast
by his family and a toxic group of delinquent friends.
Birth of the Dragon (PG13) Action/Martial Arts
Set against the backdrop of 1960s San Francisco, Birth of the Dragon is a
modern take on the classic movies that Bruce Lee was known for.
Crown Heights (R) Drama
When Colin Warner is wrongfully convicted of a murder in 1980, his best
friend devotes his life to proving his friend’s innocence.
Endless Poetry (NR) Foreign/Drama/Fantasy (Chile)
Surrealist filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky tells the story of himself as a
young man becoming a poet in Chile.
From the Land of the Moon (NR) Foreign/Drama (France)
Based on the best-selling novel about a free-spirited woman (Marion
Cotillard) who fights for her dreams of true love against all odds.
Good Time (R) Crime/Drama – Robert Pattinson
After a botched bank robbery lands his brother in prison, Constantine
embarks on a twisted odyssey through the city’s underworld to save him.
High School Lover (NR) Drama – James Franco
17-year-old Kelley falls in love with an older actor; her father tries to
intervene before the relationship turns into a dangerous obsession.
The Hitman’s Bodyguard (R) Crime/Action – Ryan Reynolds
The world’s top protection agent gets a new client: a hit man (Samuel L.
Jackson) who came in from the cold.
Hush Money (NR) Drama
An art teacher’s plans fall apart when he kidnaps a ballplayer’s daughter
to repay a debt to a ruthless mob boss.
Jungle (R) Action/Adventure – Daniel Radcliffe
A group of friends join a guide for a trek into the Bolivian jungle to search
for an Indian village where they soon realize they are in over their heads.
Leap (PG) Animated/Family
One orphan dreams of becoming a ballet dancer in Paris, another wants
to be an inventor; together they take a leap of faith to pursue their dreams.
Lemon (NR) Comedy – Brett Gelman, Michael Cera
Off-beat comedy about a man who watches his life unravel after he is left
by his girlfriend of 10 years.
The Nile Hilton Incident (NR) Foreign/Thriller (Sweden)
Set against the backdrop of the Egyptian Revolution, a police officer
investigates the murder of a woman at an upscale hotel.
Unleashed (NR) Comedy
When a cosmic event turns Emma’s dog and cat into two perfect guys,
she reconsiders her outlook on dating.
Valerian & the City of a Thousand Planets (PG13) Sci-Fi/Action
A dark force threatens Alpha, a vast metropolis and home to species from
a thousand planets.
The Villainess (NR) Foreign/Action/Martial Arts (South Korea)
A female assassin leaves a trail of bodies behind her as she seeks
revenge.

Tuesday, November 28
Acts of Vengeance (NR) Action/Crime – Antonio Banderas

A fast-talking lawyer transforms his body and takes a vow of silence, not to
be broken until he finds out who killed his wife and daughter.

Armstrong (NR) Superheroes/Sci-Fi

During her first night on the job, a rookie EMT and her partner pick up a
wounded superhero, and must help save Los Angeles from a sinister plot.
The Heyday of the Insensitive Bastards (NR) Drama
Based on short stories from Robert Boswell’s collection, seven vignettes
explore the joy and agony of the human condition.

Logan Lucky (PG13) Comedy/Sports – Channing Tatum, Adam Driver

Two brothers attempt to pull off a heist during a NASCAR race in North
Carolina.
M.F.A. (NR) Horror
An art student taps into a rich source of creative inspiration after the
accidental slaughter of her rapist.
Rememory (PG13) Sci-Fi/Drama – Peter Dinklage
The widow of a wise professor stumbles upon one of his inventions that’s
able to record and play a person’s memory.
Tulip Fever (R) Drama
An artist falls for a young married woman while he’s commissioned to paint
her portrait during the Tulip mania of 17th century Amsterdam.

Classic Releases & New on DVD
Abbott & Costello Meet Captain Kidd (1952) Comedy – 11/7
The Mercenary (1968) (PG13) Western – 11/7
The Man Who Died Twice (1958) Suspense – 11/14
This World Then the Fireworks (1997) (R) Drama – 11/14
The Burning Bed (1984) Drama – 11/21
Driftwood (1947) Classic/Drama – 11/21
I’ll Be Seeing You (1944) Classic/Drama – 11/21

Documentary Releases

Atheist America – 11/7
Free to Rock: How Rock and Roll Brought Down the Wall – 11/7
Ghostheads – 11/7
Gun Runners – 11/7
I Called Him Morgan – 11/7
In Pursuit of Silence – 11/7
Life After Death: Quantum Realms – 11/7
Occult Secrets of the Lost Realms – 11/7
Of Shark & Man – 11/7
Restless Creature: Wendy Whelan – 11/7
All These Sleepless Nights (R) – 11/14
Hamilton: Building America – 11/14
Kedi – 11/14
Whose Streets? (R) – 11/14
Chasing Trane: The John Coltrane Documentary – 11/17
Long Shot: The Kevin Laue Story – 11/21
Mully – 11/21
My Journey Through French Cinema – 11/21
Ocean Driven: The Chris Bertish Story – 11/21
Pulitzer at 100 – 11/21
Stefan Zweig: Farewell to Europe – 11/21
Walk with Me – 11/21
The Defiant Ones – 11/28

New Series & TV Releases
Crown: Season 1 – 11/7
Good Karma Hospital: Season 1 – 11/7
Masterpiece Theatre – Poldark: Season 3 – 11/7
Trollhunters: Season 1 – 11/7
Westworld: Season 1 – 11/7
24 - Legacy: Season 1 – 11/14
The Fall: Series 3 – 11/21

Holiday Releases

Albert: A Small Tree with a Big Dream – 11/7
Cinderella Christmas – 11/7
Married by Christmas – 11/7
Firehouse Christmas – 11/14
Mariah Carey’s All I Want for Christmas – 11/14
Saving Christmas – 11/21

